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The Staffordshire Bull Terrier Club of Western Australia.
31st. Championship Show.
11th. November 2017

I should like to take the opportunity, in the first instance, to thank the Committee for
affording me the honour of judging this excellent, well run, show and for the hospitality
shewn me.
My thanks also go to my Ring Steward who competently ran the proceedings so well.
Lastly and certainly not least my thanks go to the exhibitors who honoured me in allowing
me to judge their dogs and for their sporting response to my decisions it all made my trip a
very memorable occasion and one that I shall treasure.
I should like to say that the standard of dogs was excellent and many would hold their own
and more in the U.K. and you should endeavour to keep the attributes you have in ( a ) good
muzzle length ( Important in the climate you have ) and ( b ) in very good, muscular
hindquarters as these are sadly lacking in the U.K. especially in Black brindles and to a lesser
extent in Reds.

Baby Puppy Dog. 1ent.
1st. Allen’s Bullitproof The Assassin. A well built B/B puppy with a strong skull, rose ears,
nicely placed eyes and tight lips. His bottom canines need watching but apart from that his
bite is scissored. He is well boned with good quarters fore and aft. Developing well and his
white throat and chest enhances his broad chest. Moves well enough.
Minor Dog. 2 ent.
1st. Murphy’s Mokoistaff Just Voltage. A red dog predominately with a dark mask and small
white flash to chest. He us very nicely headed with good depth and width to muzzle and a
good mouth. With dark eyes that look straight ahead and rose shaped ears, which he uses to
advantage, he has a nice expression. With good bone all round he has a good spring for one
so young. He moves quite well but needs a bit more control. Should do well in the future.
B.P.
2nd. Strover’s Westrova Stoic Jackson ( AI ) A B/B with a white flash to chest and is still a
bit loose at present and needs to tighten up a bit all round as his movement is a bit erratic.
He is nicely headed though with good eye and ear placement whilst his mouth is good with
a terrier bite. He is clean lipped and has a broad skull. He lost out on maturity mainly but is
still a pleasing puppy.

Puppy Dog. No entries.
Junior Dog. 4 ent. ( 1 abs ).
1st. Shaw’s Ch. Belleden Red Sunstone Ov Mars ( AI ). A very pleasing, white throated, Red
dog. Who is very sound and I was not surprised to learn later that he was already a
Champion. He has a very good, wide and well boned, straight front with the correct depth of
brisket. He is nicely ribbed and is reasonably short coupled. However it is in his head quality
that he excels with a skull which is both broad and deep and cleanly lipped. He has rose
ears, which are carried correctly, well placed eyes which are commensurate with his coat
colour ,good dentition and a terrier bite. No hesitation in placing him first.
2nd. Sinclairs Spartanblu Octavious Lightning. A B/B dog with a white badged front who has
a decent head that it both wide and deep. He has a nice expression withwell placed eyes
and a rosed ear carriage. His mouth is good. His neck length is short and muscular and melds
into a decent front which, in turn, flows into a body of decent proportions. Being fairly short
in the couplings he has a well muscled backend. He is a little loose still and needs tightening
up but this should not mask his other qualities and his owner will have to wait for that bit
more maturity.
3rd. Farrugia’s Brindlebuddy Bossy Boy. I am not overly mouth conscious but I’m sorry to
say that it is that which cost him dearly! My notes said that he was probably the best dog in
the class but..... He is a Red of good make with white striping to his chest. His head is well
proportioned with good ears and nicely placed eyes. He is beautifully bodied with a front
which is well boned and he has good feet and with such a strong, muscular rear he moves
very well. I liked him a lot.
Intermediate Dog. 1 ent. ( 1 abs )
State Bred Dog. 4 ent.
1st. Park Findlater’s Ch. Artisinal Most Wanted. A flashy B/B with a white front and socks.
He has a classic, well contoured, head with good muzzle to skull proportions and which is
broad and has that essential depth. His eye and ear positioning is very good as is his mouth
quality. Wide fronted and well bodied-up he is fairly short coupled and owns a good
backend which he uses to move with drive whilst holding his topline all the while. A good
specimen of the breed he pushed hard for top honours.
2nd. Cohen’s Starshiraz Delerium. This flashy Red and white dog with a bit more ring craft
work could go far ( I understand that this was his first show ) and it was his reluctance to
being handled that tipped the balance but it has to be said he is my type of dog!. Beautifully
headed with good width between his dark eyes and thin, rose ears well placed he has good
depth to his skull. Eventually when he let me look I found good dentition. Bodywise his
striking white front and socks accentuate his wide front which is well boned, straight and

true with no loading at the shoulder. His neck length is correct being rather short and strong
it runs into a well ribbed, short coupled, body which in turn is completed by a very powerful
backend. Being hypercritical I would like to see a slightly lower set-on but his tail carriage is
more than acceptable. His movement was a little difficult to assess as being a novice he
wanted to go where he wanted. My applause goes to his lady handler as he gave her a bit of
a hard time but she persevered and if this is corrected he has a bright future.
3rd. Hogan and Collinson’s Westrova Reggie Kray. A dark brindle dog with white to chest.
He owns a very good head with a good length of muzzle under which is dentition of good
quality. Muzzle to skull ratio is very good. He is not so bodied up as 1 or 2 but his
proportions are O. K. as is his movement both coming and going. A “ typey “ Stafford.
Australian Bred Dog. 6ent (2abs ).
1st. CH. Westrova Stoic Makers Mark. A white throated and chested B/B of powerful build. He is
strongly headed with a pronounced stop and a short muzzle covering a good mouth. His round, dark
eye and rosed shaped ears appeal and he has a nice expression. His short, powerful neck runs into
good shoulders with width to chest and a straight front. He has a good depth to his brisket and is
well ribbed and being rather close coupled has decent hindquarters. His movement is good holding
his topline on the move. A little short in the foreface for me but this should not override his other
qualities.
2nd. Cook’s Staffegan Bullet Proof. Another B/B with white to chest and throat. He was probably
the best mover in the class and this won him his place in the line-up. Strongly headed he has good
eye and ear set although he “ flies “ the latter a little. He has nice length to his muzzle which is
balance by his skull. He is nicely bodied-up and has decent quarters fore and aft and it his rear that
enables him to move with drive. His brisket is a little deep and gives the impression and it is only an
impression that he is a bit short in the foreleg but, in fact, is not.
3rd. Farrugia’s Farrugstaff Teardrop Ov A Clown. A black and white of decent quality. He is very
attractive with a predominately white front, socks and blaze to head and certainly catches the eye!
He has good head qualities in ear and eye placement which aid his expression. His dentition is good
and he has a decent foreface which is quite wide and with enough depth. He is also nicely boned and
has a good front behind which he is deep chested and is reasonably short in the loin. Lost out to 2nds.
slightly better movement.
Open Dog. 7 ent. ( 3 abs. )
A very good class which made the decisions very close and as Jamie Mace showed the next day the
places could change at other times.
1st. Scott’s Ch. Castlebar Full Metal Jacket ( AI ). A straight fronted, well bodied, Brindle dog with a
good front and a heavily muscled backend which drove him across the ground with that essential
drive. He is also very nicely coupled. His strong, well muscled, neck is of the correct length and
supports a very good head, His other fortune is that he has very good dental attributes and along
with his ear and eye placement and shape and these combined give him that classic Stafford look. A

super dog of undeniable quality who is superbly fit. A worthy Champion who was awarded the C. C.
and B. I. S.
2nd. Johnson’s Koendidda White Gold. A predominately white and red pied of good make and
shape. He has a good muzzle to skull ratio and is clean lipped with a good well set mouth. Positioning
and shape of ears are good and he uses them to advantage. His eye shade is commensurate with his
coat colour and they are nicely placed. Slightly Longer in the neck than 1 he has a good front behind
which is a very sound body in both depth and width of chest. Being reasonably short coupled and
with good hindquarters he is a good moving dog and although he didn’t take my eye immediately the
more I went over him the better I liked him.
3rd. Kesic’s Ch. Powerpaws Iron Man. A Red dog with a white chest badge who is nicely headed
with well placed eyes and ears. Face on with width between the eyes he certainly has the appeal of a
classic Stafford. Bodywise he excels with a wide front which is straight, clean and well muscled and
he is well proportioned in rib width and depth. He is short coupled and his movement is powered
by muscular hind legs whilst holding his topline at all times. Unlucky today but a good dog all the
same.
Veteran Dog. 3 ent.
1st. Park Findlater’s Supreme Ch. Artisinal Why So Serious. A White dog with black head patches. A
four square dog of excellent quality. Still strongly headed and in very good ”nick “ for an eight year
old. He is a dog that is nicely put together in all areas. His eyes and ears are nicely placed and he
owns a mouth of very good dentition. He is strongly fronted with excellent quarters and is still well
bodied up with good depth to brisket and barrel rib. With a level topline he has that essential drive
from a still well muscled rear end. One of the best, if not the best, mover of the day. It is easy to see
why he is a Supreme Champion and one who can still give the young ‘uns a run for their money as he
is a lovely dog and is almost the Standard on legs. A worthy R.D.C.C. winner and R.U.B.I.S.
2nd. Farrugia’s Ch. Farrugstaff Red Temper. A mainly red dog who like 1 is in extremely good
condition for his age. He has a good head shape with ears and eyes of the correct shape and colour
and he has a good mouth with the correct bite. In his body he has a well defined front and a strong
backend with a good spring to his rib and he is also fairly close coupled. Another good moving dog
and one I liked very much.
3rd. Taylor’s Jomaldun Polar Express.A white dog with black “ ticking “ undercoat. What a powerful
lad! So strongly built with good bone supporting good front and rear quarters. He retains that
barrelled rib but lost out to better movers. However his expression is very good with good eyes and
ears. He obviously has been a decent dog in his day.
Open Neuter Dog. 1 ent.
1st. Kesic’s Ch. Akinos The Snow Man. As the name implies a predominately white dog of obvious
qualities having a good head with nice round eyes, good ear carriage and shape and a good terrier
bite. His quarters are good with a straight nicely boned front of width and depth and he is
reasonably short coupled with a good back end. He has decent movement whilst holding his topline.
C.C.

Baby Puppy Bitch. 4 ent.
!st. Park Findlater and Meyerkort’s Powerpaws Flower Of Scotland. A sound B/B puppy who has a
lovely head . She is very clean lipped with nice length to her muzzle and her mouth is good. Her eyes
are well set as are her rose shaped ears. With an adequately boned front and good feet she is
bodying up nicely. She has a backend which is muscular and she is well let down and she moves well
enough if a bit loose at the moment but she was the best mover. It is fair to say that they were all a
bit loose in this class and the next two which is understandable given their age. If she continues to
improve se will be a very good bitch and when her forechest develops and her sternum drops her
white flashed front will impress.
2nd. Kesic’s Akinos Tides Have Turned. A smaller than 1 Mahogany Brindle pup with chest badge of
white. She is nicely headed with a good eye. Ears are rosed and not overly large. Mouth is O. K. but
she is not quite so clean in the lip as 1. A very promising girl who is strongly boned with developing
rib and good, muscular hindquarters. An all round nice puppy who will, hopefully do her owner
proud. Unfortunately her handler pulled her back legs out which tended to make her look longer
than she is.
3rd. Park Findlater’s Adstaff Galway Girl. An upstanding white puppy who is beautifully headed
with good eye and ear placement. She has good muzzle to skull proportions and her slashed lipped
mouth covers, at present, good dentition. Beautifully bodied with nicely boned front and good rear
quarters she moves O. K. but erratic. Needs to mature a bit more as she shows promise.
Minor Bitch. 2ent. ( 1 abs. )
1st. Park Findlater’s Westrova Stoic At Artisinal ( AI ). What a lovely puppy this, white chested, B/B
is with a beautiful head that carries all the virtues one looks for. Well balanced she has a good neck
and this flows into a good body and she has good quarters in both front and rear. She moves well
holding her topline and carries her pump handle tail correctly. Unless things go awry she has a very
bright future. Just lost out to the dog for best minor.
Puppy Bitch. 1 ent.
1st, McLean’s Onahi Stormborn. Overall a pleasing Brindle with a white chest blaze. She owns a
classic Stafford head with good eyes and ears in both shape and position and she has a nice
expression. Another nicely quartered girl with a good, true front, clean limbs and good feet. She is
well bodied up and short coupled but appears to be slightly over angulated at the rear. Her tail set is
good and she moves quite well. A lot to like and she should do well.
Junior Bitch. 4 ent ( 2 abs )
1st. Fidler’s Onahi Just Like Fire. Yet another well put together B/B who has white to her throat.
She is beautifully bodied with good, strong quarters fore and aft and moves well with drive. With
good width and depth to skull and muzzle she also has good ear carriage and wide, well set eyes that
look straight ahead. Her lovely expression just finishes her off and tipped the balance in her favour. A
very likeable girl. R.C.C.

2nd. Park Findlater’s Cherishapug Blow My Trumpet. The first thing that hits you with this bitch is
the powerful head she carries with its wide and deep muzzle in front of a skull that is also wide and
deep. Her eyes are dark and well set and her ears are rosed in shape. With a white streak to her neck
she not so well fronted as 1 she has good bone. Quite nicely bodied she is short loined and has a
decent backend which helps when on the move. Another pleaser from this owner. I wonder how
many she’s got?
Intermediate Bitch. 5 ent.
I would like to comment on a very good bitch in this class, that had she been fitter she would have
won it, probably, but she was so overweight that it would have been grossly unfair to the other
exhibitors who have put time and effort into their dogs to have done so. Especially with such quality
contenders!
1st. Cook’s Staffegan Spirit Of Bailey. A good moving B/B sporting a white front, feet and streak to
head. A sound bitch who is clean in outline, has a good, well ribbed body and good quarters. She has
a well defined head which is both broad and deep and she has lovely eye placement with eyes that
follow you as if to say “ look at me “. She is tight lipped with very good dentition having a terrier bite.
A good, sound bitch with plenty of daylight underneath she has lots to like.
2nd. Bawden’s Ch. Castlebar Raise The Roof. Ran 1 very close but lost out to slightly better
movement and cleaner outline but what a cracker this B/B bitch is. Power exudes from her in all
areas. Broad chested, barrel ribbed, short coupled with a powerful backend and to complete it all
she owns a very good head. She has a good mouth, well placed, dark eyes and although her ears are
a little pendulous they should not detract much from her other qualities. Easy to see why she is
made up.
3rd. Coulson’s Lilrock Devils Angel. A pleasant B/B with a white chest badge who was unlucky to be
in with 1 and 2 as she is a sound girl with decent quarters both front and rear which is accentuated
with a well set, pump handle tail. She is nicely bodied and fairly short in the loin. Headwise, although
a bit short in the foreface for me, she has very good depth and width to her skull with dark, round
eyes and rose ears and a good mouth. Lots to like.
State Bred Bitch. 5ent.
The first three placings were all very close.
1st. Kesic’s Akinos Temptress. A well balanced B/B bitch who moves very well. Strongly headed she
has nice, wide eye positioning and rose ears which together give her a pleasing expression. Her
mouth has good, well placed teeth and a scissor bite. She has a short, strong neck which melds into a
good, straight front behind which is a short coupled, well ribbed body and strong muscular
hindquarters. She moves well.
2nd. McClean’s Onahi Get Your Kit Off. An upstanding bitch of quality she is nicely headed with a
round eye, small, rose ears and a well set mouth. Her skull to muzzle ratio is good and her head is
deep through. This B/B is nicely bodied with a good forehand which is enhanced with a flash of
white. She is nicely boned with adequate rib and is reasonably short in the loin. Strong, muscular
hams propel her across the ground. Pushed hard for 1st. place.

3rd. Cook’s Staffegan Gems Pride. Another B/B who again is a bit short in the foreface for me but
nonetheless she has lots of qualities that can’t be overlooked. She possesses power in the head and
body with excellent quarters. Headwise she has nice, dark and round eyes and a rose ear shape. She
also has an appealing expression. Bodywise she is very strong with a short neck running into good
shoulders, wide chest and plenty of rib. She is short in her couplings and has a well muscled back
end. She moved with enough drive.
Australian Bred Bitch. 3 ent.
1st. Coulson’s Ch, Lilrock Da Devil In Disguise. A nice type of B/B bitch with a good head and
pleasing expression with well placed eyes that look straight ahead and good ear carriage. She has a
terrier bite and good, well placed teeth. She has a good front behind which is a well bodied up, short
coupled, body with strength to to her back end. Her movement won her the class.
2nd. Bawden’s Ch. Castlebar Ringside Riot. Another good moving B/B with a nice, well shaped head
of the correct ratios of length to depth. Her eyes are set wide apart and are nicely rounded. Ears are
O.K. and she has good dentition with a true terrier bite. A little longer in the neck and body than1
she nonetheless has decent quarters and as previously said she uses them to move well. Finally her
tail set is good and her pump handle tail sets off her hindquarters.
3rd. McCrea’s Magicmine Dukes Angel. CCD. A pleasing bitch with a nice expression. She has a wide
and deep head with eyes and ears nicely placed and she has de fined cheek muscles. She possesses
strong, muscular quarters and is well ribbed. She moves well enough but could lose 2-3 pounds to
advantage. A typey B/B bitch all the same.
Open Bitch. 5ent ( 3 abs. ).
1st. Bawden’s Ch. Castlebar Pretty Little Liar. A B/B bitch with a white chest badge and one white
foot and another showing that essential power. She is beautifully headed with all the points one
looks for in mouth, eyes and ears. She has a good, straight forehand with more than adequate bone
and the correct depth of brisket. She is also well ribbed up, short in the couplings and a good
backend. In spite of signs of motherhood she is in top condition and moved very well. C.C.
2nd. Strover’s Ch. Westrova Stoic Flirt In A Skirt. A flashy, eyecatching Black and White pied of very
good type. She is a nicely headed specimen with excellent eye and ear placement which gives her a
very appealing look. She has good depth and width to her skull and is short in the neck. This, in turn,
runs into a very good, straight front and behind which is behind which is a well proportioned body
that is nicely ribbed and short coupled. With good hindquarters she moves very well.
Veteran Bitch. 1 ent.
1st. Leggo’s Jomaldun Chelsea’s Miracle. A predominately White bitch with black “ tickings “ under
coat. At eight and a half years of age she is in pretty good condition. Her head shape is good being
both wide and deep and she has she has a good mouth. She also has good eye shape and rose ears.
Her short neck runs into a powerful front which is both wide and straight. Bodywise she still has
plenty of power and retains a strong rear end. Moved O.K.

Open Neuter Bitch. 1ent.
1st. Fisher and O’Donnell’s Keltrice Amulet. A Black bitch who sports white markings to head, chest
and feet. A very nice type with a broad, deep skull and a classic head shape. Ears, which are rosed
and eyes that are dark are well placed. Nicely fronted with good shoulder placement she is well off
for rib and is short coupled. She has a good turn of stifle and well defined, muscular thighs which
propel her well across the ground. A classy girl. C.C.
Larry Lunn.

BEST IN SHOW

D Scott, Ch Castlebar Full Metal Jacket (AI)
BIS, DCC & Open in Show

Runner Up Best in Show

E Park Findlater, Sup Ch Artisinal Why So Serious
RUBIS, RDCC & Veteran in Show

Challenge Bitch

R Bawden, Ch Castlebar Pretty Little Liar
BCC & Opposite Open in Show

Reserve Challenge Bitch

R Fidler, Onahi Just Like Fire
RBCC & Opposite Junior in Show

CLASS: BABY
*DOG

BITCH

1st E Park Findlater,
Powerpaws Flower of Scotland

1st C Allen, Bullitproof the Assassin

2nd N Kesic, Akinos The Tides Have Turned
3rd E Park Findlater, Adstaff Galway Girl

CLASS: MINOR
* DOG

1st M Murry, Mokoiastaff Just Voltage
2nd F Strover, Westrova Stoic Jackson (AI)

BITCH

1st E Park Findlater,
Westrova Stoic at Artisinal (AI)

CLASS: PUPPY
*BITCH

1st M McLean, Onahi Stormborn

CLASS: JUNIOR
*DOG

BITCH

1st B Shaw,
Ch Belleden Red Sunstone ov Mars (AI)

1st R Fidler,
Onahi Just Like Fire

2nd M Sinclair, Spartanblu Octavius Lightning
3rd F Farrugia, Brindlebuddy Bossy Boy

2nd E Park Findlater,
Cherishapug Blow My Trumpet

CLASS: Intermediate
* BITCH

1st J Cook, Staffegan Spirit of Bailey
2nd Ch Castlebar Raise the Roof
3rd Lilrock Devils Angel JC

CLASS: State Bred
*DOG

BITCH

1st E Park Findlater
Ch Artisinal Most Wanted

1st N Kesic, Akinos Temptress

2nd D Cohen, Starshiraz Delerium
3rd Hogan & Collinson, Westrova Stoic Reggie
Kray

2nd M McLean, Onahi Get Ya Kit Off
3rd J Cook, Staffegan Gems Pride

CLASS: Australian Bred
*DOG

BITCH

1st F Strover,
Ch Westrova Stoic Makers Mark

1st K Coulson, Ch Lilrock Da Devil n Disguise

2nd J Cook, Staffegan Bullet Proof
3rd F Farrugia, Farrugstaff Teardrop Ova Clown

2nd R Bawden, Ch Castlebar Ringside Riot
3rd T McCrea, Magicmine Dukes Angel CCD

CLASS: Open
*DOG

BITCH

1st D Scott, Ch Castlebar Full Metal Jacket (AI)

1st R Bawden, Ch Castlebar Pretty Little Liar

2nd J K Johnson, Koendidda White Gold
3rd N Kesic, Ch Powerpaws Iron Man

2nd F Strover, Ch Westrova Stoic Flirt Ina Skirt

CLASS: Veteran
DOG

BITCH

1st A Leggo, Jomaldun Chelseas Miracle

1st E Park Findlater,
Sup Ch Artisinal Why So Serious

2nd F Farrugia, Ch Farrugstaff Red Temper
3rd C Taylor, Jomaldun Polar Express

CLASS: Neuter
DOG

1st N Kesic, Ch Akinos The Snowman

*BITCH

1st L Fisher & J O’Donnell, Keltrice Amulet
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